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Abstract. 200 words

A biologically-inspired navigation system for the mobile rat-like robot named

Psikharpax is presented, allowing for self-localization and autonomous navigation in

an initially unknown environment. The ability of parts of the model (e.g. the strategy

selection mechanism) to reproduce rat behavioral data in various maze tasks has been

validated before in simulation. But the capacity of the model to work on a real robot

platform had not been tested.

This article presents our work on the implementation on the Psikharpax robot

of two independent navigation strategies (a place-based planning strategy and a cue-

guided taxon strategy) and a strategy selection meta-controller. We show how our

robot can memorize which was the optimal strategy in each situation, by means of a

reinforcement learning algorithm. Moreover, a context detector enables the controller

to quickly adapt to changes in the environment - recognized as new contexts -, and

to restore previously acquired strategy preferences when a previously experienced

context is recognized. This produces adaptivity closer to rat behavioral performances

and constitutes a computational proposition of the role of the rat prefrontal cortex

in strategy shifting. Moreover, such brain-inspired meta-controller may provide an

advancement for learning architectures in robotics.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Psikharpax robot

Figure 1. The v2 Psikharpax robot.

The Psikharpax robot [1] is designed as an artificial rat, a robotic platform built

to integrate computational models of the rat’s decision, learning, motivational and

navigation circuits. It is used for two purposes: as a tool to contribute to neuroscience

by studying how an embodied agent can adapt in the real world with noisy perceptions

and continuous time and state spaces, and by testing current neuroscience theories in

such context; as a means to test the potential application to robotics by assessing the

transferability of neurocomputational models of learning and decision-making to robots

operating in dynamic, unknown environments.

This article is the first to report on spatial navigation with the new version of

Psikharpax (v2; Fig. 1). The robot has been equipped with a rich sensory set of

devices for multimodal perception (binaural auditory equipment, artificial whiskers,

binocular vision) and sensory integration. This previously allowed to perform tactile

texture discrimination and obstacle avoidance with the whiskers [2], hearing and noise

localization [3], vision and adaptive saccadic eye movements [4, 5]. Here we present the

upgrade of the robot’s cognitive architecture to enable the robot to coordinate and learn

multiple strategies for spatial navigation, and perform fast adaptation to environmental

changes.

1.2. Multiple navigation strategies in rodents

Mammals are able to use multiple strategies when faced with a navigation problem

[6, 7, 8, 9, for reviews], like reaching a hidden platform in a pool, the so-called Morris

water maze [10]. Among the numerous possible strategies, experimental neuroscience

studies of strategy interactions favored two main families:
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• Response strategies, resulting from the learning of direct sensori-motor associations

(like swimming towards a cue indicating the platform location, which is called a

taxon strategy).

• Place strategies, where the animal builds an internal representation (or cognitive

map) of the various locations of the environment, using the configuration of multiple

allocentric cues. It then uses this information to choose the direction of the next

movement by either learning place-action associations (place recognition triggered

response strategy or PRTR), or, more adaptively, by planning a path in a graph

connecting the places with the actions allowing the transitions from one place to

another (topological planning strategy).

It has been shown that the multiple navigation strategies of rodents are operated

by parallel independent memory systems [11, 12], which can result in cooperative or

competitive behaviors, depending on the experimental protocol. The basal ganglia (BG)

and the hippocampal formation (Hpc) appear to have a central role in this circuitry.

The BG can be subdivided in parallel sub-circuits [13], usually identified by the part of

the striatum – the main BG input nucleus – they incorporate. The BG operate action

selection [14] and use reinforcement learning signals mediated by dopamine [15] to adapt

these selections to environmental conditions.

Response strategies are considered to rely on the projections from the sensory and

motor cortices to the basal ganglia circuits issued from the dorso-lateral striatum (DLS)

to select directions of movement, using reinforcement learning capabilities of the BG

to learn which cue is to be followed at a given time [16, 17]. Consistently, lesions

of the striatum – or more specifically of the DLS – impair or reduce the expression

of response strategies while promoting place strategies [18, 19]. In contrast, lesions

of the hippocampal system impair place strategies while sparing response strategies

[20, 11, 18]. This suggests that response strategies are independant from the Hpc. On

the other hand, place strategies would rely on the Hpc, with its ability to encode places

in the so-called place cells [21], to provide inputs to work with. The neural circuits

exploiting them to either learn place-action associations or to plan trajectories, would

be located in the prefrontal cortex, in the ventral striatum (VS) and in the dorso-medial

BG circuit (DMS). Indeed, lesions of the DMS reduce the expression of place strategies

while promoting response strategies [18, 22]. Lesions of the VS impair animals ability

to associate different places with different amounts of reward [23].

1.3. State of the art of neuro-inspired robotic navigation

Several previous projects have tested biomimetic models of rodent navigation on

robots, based on these experimental data. Such projects participate to the global

approach consisting in transferring neurocomputational models to robotics with a

two-fold objective: On the one hand, taking inspiration from the computational

principles underlying mammals’ behavioural flexibility to contribute to the improvement

of current robots’ autonomy and adaptivity. On the other hand, using the robot as a
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platform to test the robustness of current biological hypotheses about spatial cognition,

beyond perfectly controlled simulations, and try to learn more about the computational

mechanisms at stake by analyzing which solutions enabled the model to work on a

physical robot [24, 25, 26].

Arleo and Gerstner developed a computational model of place cells - neurons located

in the hippocampus whose activity encode an estimation of the animal’s current position

- and head-direction cells - neurons selective for the estimated orientation of the animal’s

head [27]. With this model, they enabled a Khepera robot to navigate in a small arena,

using a navigation strategy where a reinforcement learning algorithm learns associations

between places and directions of movement (a PRTR strategy). Fleischer, Krichmar and

colleagues showed how prospective and retrospective coding at the level of place cells’

activity can enable a robot to efficiently solve a spatial memory task [28, 29], here also

navigation was performed by a PRTR strategy. Barrera and Weitzenfeld proposed a

hybrid PRTR strategy using a graph, where the choice of the next action took into

account the next three actions in a prospective manner [30]. Their robot could solve

discretized implementations of various rodent laboratory mazes (T and radial mazes).

Giovanangeli and Gaussier developped a model of another navigation strategy consisting

in planning routes towards the goal in a topological graph (’cognitive map’) of the

environment. Their model produced efficient navigation in both indoor and outdoor

environments [31]. More recently, the RatSLAM algorithm has been implemented

as a neural network inspired by the rat’s hippocampus in order to perform efficient,

continuous and long duration Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) on a

robotic platform put in a large non-stationary environment [32]. Planning is also used

here to perform navigation.

Our contribution relies in transferring to robotics another aspect of rodent

navigation abilities: the combination of various navigation strategies, in order to benefit

from their respective strengths (accuracy, learning rate, adaptation to changes, etc.),

coordinated by a meta-controller for strategy-shifting which has been previously shown

to better reproduce rodents’ behavioral performance than single navigation strategies

[33]. Thus we extracted the principles of each previously studied components of rats’

currently known cognitive architecture for navigation: place cells, path integration

component, path planner, reinforcement learner. And we focused on the integration

of these components in a brain-inspired system used for adaptive strategy shifting.

1.4. The computational model previously used in simulation

In this paper, we first apply to the Psikharpax robotic platform the multiple strategy

switching model (see Fig. 2) proposed by [33], which was tested in simulation to replicate

rat behavioral experimental results. We then propose an extension of this model allowing

a more flexible adaptation when switching from an experimental context to another (i.e.

change in goal location).

The [33] model provides a simple mechanism able to replicate experimental results
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Figure 2. Overview of the (Dollé et al., 2010) model. Different strategies

(taxon/topological-map/exploration) are connected to the gating network. Each

strategy has a dedicated expert which proposes actions (ΦT for the taxon, ΦP for

the planing, ...). The gating network decides which of the experts is the winner in the

current situation and then the action Φ∗ from this strategy is performed.

obtained by [34] and [18] in variations of the Morris water maze protocol: it proposes

that a gating network is dedicated to the selection of the strategy to be used, and

that it uses reinforcement learning to learn which strategy is the most efficient in each

situation, based on all the inputs used by the strategies to take their own decisions (i.e.

sensory and place cells activity). All strategies learn simultaneously: those which did

not have the control over the last decision use the reward/punishment signals modulated

by the angular difference between their movement suggestion and the actual one: the

smaller the difference, the more the suggested movement of a non-selected strategy will

be rewarded. This is a key element of the model to explain the cooperative effects

observed in animals, where the learning process of a slow learning strategy can thus be

guided by the selections made by a fast learning one.

In the experiment from [34], external visual cues, allowing the generation of an

internal map, are provided, and the hidden platform is indicated by a visual cue standing

20cm away from the platform in a fixed direction (making taxon strategies more difficult

to learn and less efficient than when it’s directly above the platform). The platform

is moved after every session of four trials, so that rats using a map-based strategy

perform poorly at the beginning of a new session, while those favoring a taxon strategy

are not much affected. Finally, the experiment is carried out with a group of control

rats and another one with rats with hippocampus lesions. The model reproduces the

differences in performance and in learning dynamics of both groups: lesioned rats learn

accross sessions, while control ones also learn within sessions, being less efficient than the

lesioned at the beginning and better at the end. The model shows this can be explained
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by competition between strategies in the beginning of a session –each strategy leads to

a different place, as the map-based one leads to the previous location– and cooperation

in the end –once the new location is known, the taxon provides the global direction to

reach the platform in the beginning of the trajectory, but the map-based strategy is

more efficient than the taxon to precisely lead to the platform location, rather than to

the cue, at the end of the trajectory.

In [18], nine sessions are carried-out with four groups of rats (control, fornix-, DLS-

and DMS-lesioned rats), external cues are provided and the platform is either hidden

(sessions 3,6,9) or visible. The tenth session is a test where the platform is visible but

has been moved. The DMS model was not simulated as the precise modification to be

applied to the model was unclear (should the map-based strategy, or the gating network

be affected? And how?). The fornix- and DLS-lesioned groups were simulated by

respectively removing the map-based and the taxon strategy. The main characteristics

of the groups’ behavior is well captured: when the goal is visible, any strategy can

lead to the platform; but when it is hidden, the fornix-lesioned group performs poorly;

finally, during the test, the DLS-lesioned group performs poorly as it goes to the previous

location, while the control group isn’t as good as the DLS-lesioned one, as competition

occurs between the two strategies. We refer to the original paper for more details on

these two simulations [33].

These results were however obtained in simulations which, although in continuous

state-space, were perfectly controlled and thus permitted a set of crucial simplifications:

• The model had perfect access to its position and orientation;

• Visual perception was also perfect, permitting the robot to distinguish without

errors different landmark cues, and thus making it possible for the model to have

taxon submodules which learned to select a movement direction in association to

each specific landmark;

• The agent was a virtual point without a body surface, allowing holonomic motion.

Thus it is not clear whether the model can be applied to robotics in the real world, and

whether it can still reproduce rodent behavioral performance and adaptivity in such

circumstances.

Here we present the integration of this neurocomputational model in the Psikharpax

robot, and the solutions adopted to cope with noisy perception and odometry. While

in simulation, each strategy could individually solve the rat goal-seeking task but a

combination of strategies was required to produce the same behavioral performance as

the rat [33], here we find that each strategy can only partially but complementarily solve

the task, and the combination of strategies permits to achieve the problem. In addition,

we show that the previous strategy-shifting mechanism can adapt to environmental

changes, but with slower performances than real rats. We finally add a meta-controller to

the model which detects context-switching, permits faster adaptation to environmental

changes, and allows to quickly restore previously learned behavior when a known

context is presented again to the robot. Such meta-controller may constitute a better
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model of rat prefrontal cortical functions known to be required for adaptive strategy

shifting [35, 36, 37]. It may also provide a more robust solution for strategy shifting in

autonomous robots.

The first part of this paper gives a technical overview of the platform. The

theoretical foundation of our work was verified by Dollé et al. [33] in simulation, based

on almost perfect sensory input and simulated grid cells [38]. Therefore, the second

and third parts of this paper present the equivalent navigation strategies and strategy

selection mechanism for the real robot. The last part presents the results obtained in a

series of robotic tests of the model.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Architecture overview

Our software architecture was built on the ROS‡ - Robot Operating System -

middleware. The robot runs the ROS core and an external quad-core machine is used

for the visual system and the navigation strategies.

An overview of the software architecture of our model is given in Fig. 3. The system

consists of six distributed subsystems, each consisting of one or more ROS nodes. As

can be seen from Fig. 3, the central node of the system is the action selection node.

This node interacts with the gating network (see Section 4) to decide upon the next

action the robot will take.

Two additional mechanisms - guiding and obstacle avoidance - are not shown in the

figure. The obstacle avoidance strategy is implemented as a reflex strategy to prevent

the robot from leaving the environment. The guiding procedure is used to lead the robot

towards and from the goal at the end of failed and successful trials (see Section 5.4).

2.2. Visual processing and localization

More details on the visual system are given in the Appendix of this article. Here

we summarize how visual information concerning landmark cues in the environment is

extracted to build a map of place cells for localization. An overview of the model is

given in Fig. 4.

The robot is equipped with two small front-facing cameras with a total field of view

of about 60 degrees. While real rats have side-facing eyes with a large field of view, their

stereoscopic vision is limited to a region of about 76 degrees [39]. The choice for a small

but stereoscopic view originally stems from experiments with saccadic eye movements

on the Psikharpax platform [5]. We chose to keep this setup as it allows the robot to the

distance of objects and it allows to extend the model to include attention. To overcome

the limited field of view, the robot is programmed to turn its head around at regular

intervals.

‡ ROS is open-source and can be downloaded from http://ros.org
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Figure 3. Simplified overview of the software architecture (only the most important

nodes and connections are shown)
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Figure 4. Concise overview of the visual system. In this example there is a brightly-

colored star-shaped object at a distance of approx. 3.5 m from the robot’s head. The

robot sees this object through its two cameras directly connected to the BIPS hardware

(L1). The BIPS hardware extracts feature information from the visual object and this

information is coded on a set of feature neurons in the second layer of the visual system

(L2). Based on the angle at which both cameras see the cue, the disparity neurons

are activated to code the distance information (see also Fig. 6). The trust neurons

are activated based on odometric information: if the robot’s head is moving fast, the

trust drops. There are disparity, feature and trust neurons for each direction within

the field of view (not shown in the figure). Information in L2 layer is sent to layer L3

and integrated over different orientations to produce a 360 degrees view.
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At the lowest layer of the visual system, the cameras are directly connected to an

onboard electronic device, called the Bio-Inspired Perception System (BIPS, developed

by Brain Vision Systems, BVS) [4]. This layer implements the retina and the first layers

of the visual cortex by using a neural network with inhibitory connections to detect and

track stable and saturated objects (see Fig. 5). This layer is shown as L1 in Fig. 4.

Note that after this layer the raw image is discarded and only the detected objects are

used.

Figure 5. The same part of the environment seen from two different angles can result

in an object not being detected. The system should cope with this limitation through

the higher layers of the visual system.

The second layer of the visual system codes the visual information onto a set of

feature neurons. For each object, the following features are extracted: size, vertical

position, orientation, color and disparity. For each orientation within the field of view,

such a set of feature neurons exists and a detected object activates the neurons in the

direction in which it is seen. We use leaky-integrator neurons to low-pass filter the input.

The disparity codes the distance of an object with respect to the robot. Four neurons are

used to code disparity information. These neurons have a Gaussian activation function,

centered around different disparities. This results in an activation function that has a

large tail as function of the distance (Fig. 6). Hence the robot has more precise distance

information on nearby objects.

distance (m)

a
ct

iv
a
ti

o
n

Figure 6. Activation function of the disparity neurons as a function of the distance.

They are Gaussian as a function of the disparity, naturally resulting in a non-linear

distance scale with higher precision for nearby objects.
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Primates seem to use other types of disparity measures such as relative disparity

between objects next to absolute disparity [40]. We tried to increase the performance of

the visual system by adding disparity neurons with other activation functions (based on

Gabor filters), but the quality of the resulting place cells (next Section) did not increase.

This is probably due to the fact that enough information is already coded by the other

feature neurons to distinguish places in the environment we used and that a non-linear

training algorithm is used.

An important part of the second layer of the visual system are the so-called trust

neurons. These neurons modulate the output of the second layer to the third layer of the

visual system. The idea is to suppress noisy inputs when the visual input is unreliable.

This happens when the head of the robot moves too fast, as the neurons in the first

(tracking units) and second layer need some time to stabilize. This is easily detected by

the odometric system and hence the odometric system is used to modulate (suppress)

the connections between the second and third layers when necessary. The faster the

head movement, the less reliable the visual information. This prevents the third layer

of the visual system from being influenced by unreliable information.

The third level of the visual system integrates the information from the second

layer by combining it with odometric information. This results in egocentric panoramic

information on the environment.

2.3. Visual place cells

The output from the neural network visual layers is high-dimensional (about 800

neurons). Because simple rate-coding neurons were used, the output can be seen as

a vector representing egocentric visual information integration. To construct non-

directional place cells, such output vectors were summed over all orientations to

activate the same neuron (i.e. a place cell). The problem was therefore reduced to

a dimensionality reduction or clustering problem. This subsystem is indicated as PC

on Fig. A1 in the Appendix.

In a first version of the simulation model [33], ad hoc place cells were used, and thus

the dimensionality reduction / clustering problem was not addressed. In [41], a model

of the hippocampus [38] was used to autonomously create the place cells. It is based on

a competitive Hebbian-like learning rule: a number of random place cells are created,

during the learning phase, the place cells specialize for particular input patterns using

a sparseness-based Hebbian rule, which only allows the most active input neurons to

reinforce their connections.

Such an approach works very well when the number of input neurons and distinct

patterns is not too high and the patterns are well characterized by their most active

neurons. In our case however, the input can be noisy with typically large, but

meaningless values for a few neurons in the input. When the sparseness function from

[41] is applied to such an input, the noise is reinforced, while useful neurons will be

ignored.
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We therefore needed a technique that learns the input patterns by evaluating the

whole set of input neurons instead of only the most active ones. We initially tried

linear approaches such as Principal Component Analysis [42] to check if the inputs were

linearly separable. At most 4 to 5 regions could be consistently separated. This is

insufficient for good performance, as the place fields of the place cells would be too large

(only 4 to 5 distinct zones). Indeed, the gating network takes input from the place cells

and hence its precision is limited by the place cells.

2.3.1. Implementing a Self-Organizing Map A popular non-linear alternative for

clustering are Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)[43]. The goal of the SOM is to move the

neurons in the high-dimensional input space to approach the topology of the input. For

each input the Euclidean distance between the input and each neuron of the SOM is

computed. The closest neuron is called the best-matching unit (BMU). The SOM is

then updated by moving the BMU closer to the input (weighted sum) as well as its

neighbors. In order to avoid using a fixed number of neurons in the SOM, we used

the Growing Neural Gas (GNG) algorithm [44]. GNGs are created incrementally by

inserting a new neuron after a number of input samples by splitting the neuron with

the largest accumulated error (sum of distances) into two new neurons. The topology

itself is also learned by keeping the neighborhood of the neurons up to date.

We used the GNG algorithm to train the weights of an artifical neural network

(see Appendix for a detailed description of the implementation). While we do not

assume that there is a direct biological equivalent of this training algorithm, nor the

activation function (which is based on the Euclidean distance), we do not think that our

model makes unrealistic assumptions about the role of the hippocampus in categorizing

different places. As [44] indicates, the GNG algorithm can be seen as a form of (non-

linear) competitive Hebbian learning, which is the main reason why we chose this

algorithm. Because the main interest of this work lies in the strategy and context

switching mechanisms, we did not investigate how exactly one might implement the

GNG algorithm with a biologically plausible neural network. However, this should not

be a problem, as the algorithm is straight-forward and only depends on the computation

of the Euclidean distance (or another distance measure), the creation/removal of edges

and updating a local error measure. A further argument for using a non-linear approach

is that non-linear algorithms can often be cast as a linear technique working in a larger

(possibly infinite) feature space by simply replacing inner products with a kernel function

(i.e. the kernel function computes the inner product in a different space)[45]. For

example, the kernel trick is often applied to PCA (Kernel PCA) [46] for which a Hebbian

version already exists [47].

We found that the GNG technique is very flexible. When one forces the GNG to

use only a small number of neurons, the GNG creates large continuous place fields (Fig.

7). When more neurons are available, the place fields are smaller.

The neurons from the GNG layer project onto the planning strategy and the gating

network. The resulting place cells for a GNG layer with 12 neurons are shown in Fig.
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7. One can see that the best (i.e. most restricted to a particular zone) place cells are

found near the borders (similar to Fig. 9 (D) of [9]). This is due to the fact that there

are no intramaze cues, which causes observations near the center to be more similar and

thus less place cells are created in this region. We used a higher number of place cells in

our experiments to increase the precision of the planning strategy (Section 3.1) and the

gating network (Section 4.2). However this phenomenon still occurs (e.g. Fig. 8(b)),

causing topological maps to be less dense near the center.
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Figure 7. Heat map of 12 place cells (GNG with 12 output neurons), with smooth

activation (Eq. A.4). Note that there are 2 place cells (top left and first row third from

left) which only have very weak activations but large receptive fields. These cells will

thus not be important as their activation will be negligible (the topological map will

discard them). The axes of each of the images give the position in meters of the robot’s

head as recorded by a ceiling camera. Note that there are more and more precise place

cells coding for locations near the borders of the environment.

2.3.2. Experimental testing of the place cell system To get a rough estimate of the

usefulness of the place cell system, the robot was put at 40 random places in the

environment and indicated the activation of its place cells (for this experiment, we

trained 100 place cells). The Euclidean distance between the real position of the robot

and the center of activation (computed by averaging over a large training set using

a ceiling camera) of the most active place cell (binary activation) was computed to

estimate the precision of the place cell coding. The mean distance was found to be 16.5

cm with a standard deviation of 8.5 cm. When near the border of the environment,

the mean lies around 11 cm, which is very good, but when approaching the center of
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the environment the mean distance becomes considerably larger (between 20 and 30

cm). In [9] the authors found a mean error of 6 cm but in a smaller (0.8 m by 0.8 m)

environment.

In the ideal case, one would expect the place fields to be evenly distributed. Hence,

to evaluate our place cells mechanism, we consider 100 points picked randomly from a

uniform distribution on a rectangle of 2.5 m by 2.0 m. The expected distance from any

such point within the rectangle to the nearest point out of the 100 randomly chosen

points is about 12 cm. The expected distance to the second closest point is about 18

cm and 22.5 cm for the third closest point.

This indicates that the presented place cell system performs reasonably well,

compared to the ideal, uniformly distributed case.

We tested the system with different number of place cells, splitting the data in a

train and test set. We found that 100 place cells is about the maximum one can obtain

in our environment without overfitting the training data. Moreover, for higher numbers

of cells, the classification results on the test set did not increase. Thus for all the next

experiments with the multiple navigation strategy model, the number of place cells was

fixed at 100. In the next section we present the navigation strategy which is based on

information from the place cells layer.

3. Navigation strategies

3.1. Planning expert

The [33] model best replicated experimental results using a planning algorithm for the

place strategy, rather than a place recognition triggered response one. It is organized as

follows: a place cell module, simulating the hippocampus, is in charge of learning internal

representations of places in the environment using sensory inputs; a graph module

(topological map), simulating the prefrontal cortex, learns by means of a Hebbian rule

the directions of movement, which are used to go from one place to another. When

the goal has been found at least once, a diffusion of activity in this graph originating

from the goal node generates a gradient which, when followed, leads to the goal with

the shortest path [48, 49].

The simulation model from [33] uses distinct representations for place cells and

nodes in the graph module, because they differ in function and precision. More precisely,

a simple single-layer network trained with a competitive Hebbian-like learning rule is

used to activate the topological map nodes based on the place cells’ activation. Because

of this layer, the number of topological map nodes (around 100) was typically a factor

10 to 20 lower than the number of place cells.

Because of the encouraging results from this simulation model, we chose to adapt it

to the physical platform. Several modifications needed to be made to make this feasible,

which will be explained in this and the next sections.

The maximum (useful) number of place cells on the physical robot is limited by
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the quality of the sensory input (see previous section). Because the goal is relatively

small and a high level of detail in both the planning strategy and the gating network is

advisable to get precise results, we mapped the place cells directly onto the nodes in the

topological map to get the maximum resolution. This means that there is no additional

training to map the place cells onto the topological map nodes (1-to-1 connections).

We initially also tested (not shown) the system with a coarser representation of

space (using an additional layer trained with competitive Hebbian-learning) for the

gating network, yielding similar, but less detailed results than the ones presented in

this article. The added benefit of the direct mapping from place cells to nodes in the

topological map, is that analyzing the results is easier as the space representation is

the same throughout the system (gating network, place cells and topological map). To

underline the functional difference between nodes in the topological map and place cells,

we use the notation nPFC for nodes in the map (referring to the prefrontal cortex) and

nPC for place cells.

3.1.1. Learning the topological map

During an exploration phase, the topological map learns connections between nodes by

Hebbian learning. For this, two types of information need to be stored, the relative angle

between two nodes and their mutual distance (Fig. 8(a)). To store this information,

we use two sets of transition neurons for each connection between nodes [50, 51].

There are NANG transition neurons (per set) for directional information and NDIST

for distance information. Each node initially has connections (transition neurons) to

every other node with zero weights. The transition neurons are stored in a vector

vk,l = [v1k,l, . . . , v
NANG
k,l , vNANG+1

k,l , . . . , vNDIST+NANG
k,l ]T , i.e. the subscript k, l indicates

the transition from node k to l and the superscript is the affected transition neuron

(orientation or distance information).

As for the distance information, the angular information is stored in a set of NANG

neurons with Gaussian activation functions centered around a fixed directions. We define

the vector b = [b1, . . . , bNANG , bNANG+1, . . . , bNDIST+NANG ]T similar to vk,l. The first NANG

elements of b code the angular information between locations. The last NDIST neurons

contain the distance information between 2 locations. I.e. a vector b(t0, t1) contains the

activation of the transition neurons to the location where the robot is at time t1 from

the location where the robot was at time t0.

Now, to update the neurons vik,l, we iterate over a trajectory of the robot and

update the weights to the transition neurons using a simple learning rule:

∆vik,l(t+ 1) =

{
(1− δk,l)H( ¯nL3conf − β)bi(tk, t) if k = last ∧ l = winner

0 else

Here δk,l is the Kronecker delta, to prohibit connections from a node to itself. H(x) is

the Heaviside step function used to prevent updating the graph when the confidence of

the place cells ( ¯nL3conf ) is below a threshold β. last is an index referring to the node in

the topological map where the robot was when ¯nL3conf was above the threshold for the
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last time, i.e. the previous location.

For planning in this graph only the shortest transitions between nodes are kept,

based on the distance coding neurons. For the results presented here, we fixed the

maximum number of transitions per node to 6. A learnt map is shown in Fig. 8(b).

While we explained this process as a sequential algorithm (recruitment of nodes, learning

of transitions, competition), it can be done online by simply adding an additional

transition usage intensity neuron v0k,l increasing in activation when the robot moves

from k to l, combined with a decay rate or competition factor (i.e. −ψ ¯v0k,l) to the

previous equation, which also prevents the weights from increasing without bounds.

3.1.2. Using the planning expert

In order to plan in this graph, the model maintains a set of neurons gi, one for each

node corresponding to the reward received at each of the locations. A leak rate is added

so that the robot can navigate in an environment with changing reward locations. gwinner
is the neuron assigned to the node at the robot’s current position.

gj(t+ 1) = gj(t+ 1)(1− τforget) (1)

gwinner(t+ 1) = gwinner(t)(1− τlearnnPFCwinner(t)) + τlearnn
PFC
winner(t)R(t) (2)

The second value associated with a node is the diffusion value dj(t) and this value is

used to implement a shortest-path algorithm. The activation from the goals diffuses or

spreads out [48, 49] over the other nodes (Fig. 8(a)). To compute the equilibrium state

efficiently, we used a modified Floyd-Warshall algorithm [52], where dj[iter] is used to

refer to the value of dj at iteration iter:

Algorithm 1 Computing the diffusion values
iter = 0

for i = 0; i < NPFC ; i = i+ 1 do

di[0] = gi
end for

while iter < NPFC − 1 do

for i = 0; i < NPFC ; i = i+ 1 do

di[iter + 1] = max(di[iter],maxj∈neighbors(i)(dj[iter])ι)

end for

iter = iter + 1

end while

for i = 0; i < NPFC ; i = i+ 1 do

di = di[NPFC − 1]

end for

This algorithm is only run when ¯nL3conf > β, i.e. when the robot has a high trust in

its current position.

The algorithm finds the shortest path to a maximum goal value (gj) in terms of

the number of intermediate nodes and the goal values. However, multiple maxima
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can exist as more than one node can code for the goal location due to aliasing. To

find a path to the closest maximum (goal), one starts from the current node (nPFCwinner)

and chooses the neighbor with the highest value as the next node on the path. The

topological map then proposes the mean of angles ΦP (t) computed from the activation

of the direction transition neurons associated with the connection from nPFCwinner to its

most active neighbor.

In practice, we add a slight twist by storing a complete path towards the closest

maximum. Next the robot computes the relative positions of the nodes of the path in

the egocentric frame. It then tries to follow this path by moving sequentially to the

position of the nodes based on the odometry. This allows this map-based strategy to

persist even in the absence of sensory input and is equivalent to the basic algorithm

when sensory input is reliable.

Fig. 8(c) and 8(d) show the same map with two different goal locations, the arrows

represent the direction towards the goal from each node in the graph, as computed

by the planning algorithm. In the situation shown in Fig. 8(c), the robot faces an

aliasing problem: there are multiple optima (high diffusion values) near the goal, and

starting from the east part of the environment, the robot may plan trajectories towards

different nodes apparently close to the goal. As a consequence and as will illustrate

the experiments with the whole model, the planning expert can adapt fast but remains

approximative. It can quickly learn trajectories towards the coarse area around a new

goal location. But these trajectories may not be precise enough to reach the goal and

other experts using different strategies may be more relevant in more precisely attaining

the goal location.

3.2. Taxon strategy

The second strategy is implemented in the so-called taxon expert. It learns to associate

proximal visual cues with actions using a standard Q-learning algorithm [53]. While

in previous work with noisy continuous state space in complex mazes we employed a

multiple-module reinforcement learning approach for the taxon system [54], here we used

a simplified taxon in order to test the ability of our meta-controller to switch between

complementary strategies. While rodents’ hippocampus-dependent place strategies rely

exclusively on distal landmarks - which are far and outside the maze and thus are more

stable to constitute the anchoring of a cognitive map -, the taxon strategy consists in

learning directions of movements in association with intra-maze proximal landmarks

[55, 18, 56].

Thus here, the taxon expert can only perceive the goal. In order to prevent the

robot from seing the goal when it is far - thus distal -, we make its perception noisy. Thus

the relative position of the goal is seen by the taxon as a Gaussian which decreases in

height and variance as the distance increases (until it drops below a threshold). While

conceptually simple, it is important to note that the taxon expert initially does not

know that it should move towards the stimulus it receives. So the taxon (like any other
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(a) Principle of the topological map. The large

circles are the nodes in the map. The goal is on

the right and the color of the nodes correspond

to the diffusion values. Direction transition

neurons (small circular pattern) and distance

transition neurons (4 small circles) are shown

for two connections. A path planned from the

dashed node can be ambiguous for one node due

to equal diffusion values. The robot chooses a

next node arbitrarly in this case.
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(b) Topological map constructed by the robot.

Vertices correspond to nodes in the map, edges

are paths the robot can use. The maximum

number of neighbors per node was fixed at 6.
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(c) Paths towards the goal shown from each

node in the topological map. In this map there

is aliasing around the goal, resulting in very low

performance of the planning expert on the left

side of the environment, near the goal (circle).

Axes are in meters.
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(d) Paths towards the goal shown from each

node in the topological map. This map predicts

good performance of the planning expert with

only a few regions with ambiguities.

Figure 8. Overview of the topological map. The map is the same in (b), (c) and (d).

(a) Principle of operation (b) Constructed topological map after exploration (c) and

(d) Path planning using the topological map. The qualitative difference between (c)

and (d) is caused by the change of the goal location. In (c) there is a lot of aliasing

around the goal location (multiple high diffusion values), resulting in two disjunct path-

planning trees and sub-optimal paths near the goal (e.g. there is an optimum around

(0.5, 0.4)). In (d) the topological map works very well (one tree with almost every edge

leading the robot closer to the goal). Note also the difference in map quality between

the simulation model (e.g. Fig. 8d and 12b in [33]) and the robotic platform. This is

caused by the extensive exploration phase in simulation and the noise-free simulation

environment.
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learning expert) learns at the same time as the gating network.

The update equations of the taxon expert are based on [33], with slight

modifications to adapt the strategy to the robot platform.

The possible directions (continuous) the robot can take are coded on the Ndir action

cells ai. wi,j are the Q-values, which are used to associate input orientations with output

orientations:

ai(t) =

NGP∑
j=1

rGPj (t)wi,j(t) (3)

By taking the mean of angles ΦT , we obtain the proposed action of the taxon:

ΦT (t) = arctan

(∑
i ai(t) sin(2πi/Ndir)∑
i ai(t) cos(2πi/Ndir)

)
(4)

∆wi,j is the update rule for the Q-values, based on the reward-prediction error δtaxon

and the eligibility traces etaxoni,j :

∆wi,j(t) = ηδtaxon(t)etaxoni,j (t) (5)

The eligibility traces are used to speed up learning by storing previous state-action pairs

and by using action generalization. The action generalization is given by rACi and is

based on the executed action, which can be the action proposed by a different strategy

(see Section 4.2) §. Thus, the taxon strategy also learns if another strategy performs

well. Note that in practice one uses a wrapped Gaussian as the difference between

circular values has to be computed.

δtaxon(t) = R(t+ 1) + αmaxiai(t+ 1)− a(t) (6)

etaxoni,j (t+ 1) = rGPj (t)rACi (t) + κetaxoni,j (t) (7)

rACi (t) = exp

(
−(Φ∗(t)− 2πi/Ndir)

2

2ω2

)
(8)

The input of the system are the NGP goal direction neurons rGPj , which replace

the landmark cells rLCj from [33]. rGPj are again samples from a wrapped Gaussian at

equally spaced angles. The width of the Gaussian increases as the robot approaches the

goal as does its amplitude. The amplitude of the Gaussian drops below the threshold

between 0.5 and 0.75 m.

Because the goal is the only landmark that can be seen by the taxon expert, the

taxon is essentially the same if the input orientations are egocentric or allocentric. In

this work, we used an allocentric taxon because the robot approaches the goal with its

head pointing in the direction of the goal and hence learning the correct action to take

when the goal is behind the robot slower (e.g. Fig. 15 near −π/2).

3.3. Exploration strategy

This is a simple strategy that proposes random directions and which serves two purposes

in our model. We do not however consider this strategy equivalent to the much more

§ Note that there is a small error in Eq. 7 of [33]. It is indeed Φ∗(t) instead of ΦT(t).
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complex exploratory behavior in rodents. It has been shown that rats, in a new

environment, observe recurrent patterns such as spending the first minutes establishing

a home base [57], then moving out slowly in a zig-zag way, and coming back home in a

straight line. We just use a simple random exploration strategy in order to make sure

the robot would cover most regions of the environment. Because each action proposed

by this strategy persists for 5 steps, it allows for some exploration and to break out of

looping behavior. Secondly, this strategy allows us to evaluate the performance of an

expert with respect to chance level. Because its behavior is random, we expect every

other strategy to perform at least as well in most regions of the environment. As we

shall see, this is not generally valid, as a random strategy might outperform a more

elaborate strategy in certain situations.

4. Strategy selection

4.1. General framework

The strategy selection model of [33] is based on the premises that rodents have multiple

navigation strategies at their disposition to reach a goal and that they are capable

of switching between them. These strategies coexist and are learned in parallel and

independently, while a strategy selection mechanism learns to associate perceptions (or

situations) with a preferred strategy by means of a Q-learning algorithm.

Accumulating evidence support the hypothesis that Q-learning is a plausible

mechanism by which part of mammals brain learn by reinforcement [58]. Neural

correlates of action values (similar to Q-values) have been found in the basal ganglia [59].

And correlates of action-dependent reward prediction errors (consistent with Q-learning)

have been found in dopaminergic neurons [60] as well as in the medial prefrontal cortex

[61].

A global overview of the system is shown in Fig. 9. The basic idea is that we

have a number of strategies or experts providing the next action to take (following the

given strategy) at each time step, while the action selection network selects one of these

actions, based on the current situation. A Q-learning algorithm based on the simulation

model from Dollé et al. [33] is implemented to allow the robot to associate a state

with an optimal strategy. The so-called landmark cells of the simulation model (Fig.

2) necessitate a mechanism to identify and track distal landmarks in the environment,

while here, due to perceptual aliasing and noise in physical experiments with the robot,

we used the global configuration of distal cues to build place cells without requiring the

recognition of individual cues (2.2). Thus the connection of the visual system to the

gating network is left as future work (see Section 7) and in our current model we only

use the place cells as input to the gating network. This has the benefit of allowing us

to visualize the relationship between locations and preferred strategies as the Q-matrix

associates place cells with experts.

The actions proposed by the strategies are the common currency in the model
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Figure 9. Overview of the gating network with taxon, topological map and exploration

experts.

as they are the generic information used to evaluate the performance of each strategy

[33]. In our model, these actions are the next (egocentric) direction to follow. This

way, the robot selects a new orientation provided by the strategy that was deemed the

winner among the strategies, turns and moves forward for a fixed distance, observes its

new situation (state) and the reward (if any) observed and finally updates its strategy

selection network.

The neural network used to implement the strategy selection is a single-layer

network, with the neurons coding for the current situation or perception fully connected

to each of the output neurons, one for each available strategy. The layer of output

neurons with the connections to the input neurons is called the gating network, as it

only lets one action through at each time step. One can of course consider the winner of

a lower-level gating network as the input of the current network to create a hierarchical

selection mechanism.

4.2. Gating network

The gating network computes the so-called gating values gk(t), one for each strategy k.

The Q-values are stored in a matrix zkj (t), associating inputs from the place cells with

gating values:

gk(t) =

NPC∑
j

zkj (t)nPCj (t) (9)

Instead of adopting the winner-take-all policy (Φ∗(t) = Φargmaxk(g
k(t))(t)) from the

simulation model to select the winning strategy for the next action, we generalize such

principle so that the selection probability of an expert increases with its relative gating
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value:

P(Φ∗(t) = Φk(t)) =
gk(t)ζ∑
i g

i(t)ζ
(10)

Here Φk(t) is the action proposed by expert k at time t. Φ∗(t) is the final action proposed

by the gating network. Note that this action is not always the executed action, as higher

priority mechanisms can override the gating network (i.e. obstacle avoidance or guiding).

For ζ =∞ our action selection mechanism is equivalent to the one from [33]. For ζ = 1,

one obtains the action selection mechanism from [62]. For all experiments in this paper

we set ζ = 1, except for Fig. 30(a) and 30(b) for which ζ =∞ to show the behavior of

the robot when it follows its learned optimal policy.

The advantage of introducing some randomness in the action selection is that slower

learning strategies can catch up with fast learning strategies when they start to perform

better only after a long time. With a winner-take-all strategy, one might have to wait for

convergence before a slower learning, but an optimal strategy can increase its weights

beyond these of a faster learning, but suboptimal strategy. This is also biologically

relevant since choosing a suboptimal strategy from time to time allows for exploration

of unfamiliar alternatives [63].

Learning is sped up by using action generalization and eligibility traces. The

equations for these techniques were taken from [33]. However, a substantial difference

lies in the equation to update the eligibility traces. Whereas sensory input is always

reliable in the simulation model, it is not true in general with the real robot. To

incorporate this fact in our system, the eligibility traces are modulated by the trust

neurons introduced in 3.1:

ekj (t+ 1) = ¯nL3conf (t)Ψ(Φ∗(t)− Φk(t))rPCj (t) + λekj (t) (11)

To modify the Q-values, a modified Q-learning algorithm [64, 53] is applied:

∆zkj (t) = ξδ(t)ekj (t+ 1) (12)

δ(t) = R(t+ 1) + γmax
k

(gk(t+ 1))− gk∗(t) (13)

ekj (t+ 1) = Ψ(Φ∗(t)− Φk(t))rPCj (t) + λekj (t) (14)

where ξ is the learning rate of the algorithm and δ the reward prediction error.

The reward prediction error δ is based on the observed reward when performing

action Φ∗ and the future expected reward (gk
∗

is the activation of the winning output

neuron and γ the future reward discount factor). The eligibility trace ekj reinforces

previously selected strategies and the strategies proposing a direction close to the one

proposed by the winning strategy [53]. Here λ is the decay factor for previous winning

strategies and Ψ a Gaussian function:

Ψ(x) = exp(−x2)− exp(−π
2

) (15)

The gating network is a simple but effective way to combine competition and

cooperation between strategies. While the gating network itself only directly provides

competition, the strategies cooperate by sharing rewards and their actions (e.g. the
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taxon uses the executed action for learning, instead of its proposed action (Eq. 8)).

Hence the gating network is advantageous for strategies as they can learn from each

other, while at the global level the performance can also increase because the best

performing strategy can be used in each situation.

4.3. Context-switching meta-controller

The advantage of using a gating-network for strategy shifting is the possibility to

memorize that strategy A is efficient in a subpart X of the environment while strategy

B is relevant in subpart Y [62, 33]. However, since this is learned through Q-learning,

noisy information perceived by a physical robot may render this process very slow. In

addition, a change in the environment requires to unlearn A-X and B-Y associations

(which can also be very slow). As a consequence, these associations cannot be used

again if the environment comes back to its previous state (i.e. the animat cannot recall

what is has previously learned).

To overcome this limitation, we implemented a simple context switching mechanism.

The idea is that a change in the environment (e.g. a change in goal location) will be

quickly reflected in the profile of diffusion of goal information in the topological map

once the robot found the new goal. Such profile can be identified as a context, and the

system can recognize a previously experienced context when the goal is set back to its

initial position and the model diffuses such goal location in the topological map. Each

time the model detects a new context, it will create a new memory component to store

values of the gating network in the new context, without erasing values of the gating

network associated to the previous context. This part of the model may be viewed as

a primitive prefrontal cortex-based cognitive control mechanism allowing to associate

different contexts to different tasksets [65] (see Section 7 for a detailed discussion).

In practice, before every step, the gating network decides upon the context it is

working in. For this it uses the current vector of diffusion values d from the planning

strategy. The gating network now stores a set of Q-value matrices zii,j, and associates a

diffusion vector ui with each matrix. The current context is now chosen as follows (d is

the current diffusion vector):

vi =
d · ui

‖d‖‖ui‖
(16)

z∗k,j = zargmaxi v
i

k,j (17)

When maxi v
i is below a threshold, a new context is recruited.

5. Experimental setup

5.1. Introduction

The robot is allowed to move in an open 2 m by 2.5 m environment (Fig. 18). There

are only extra-maze cues (we tested with 10, 13 and 18 cues) and the position of the
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robot is defined by the position of its neck. The egocentric reference frame has the neck

of the robot as its origin and the orientation is defined by the direction of the head.

5.2. Action selection

The robot makes discrete movements, moving 10 cm at each time step. The action

selection mechanism is a simple finite state machine that waits for all strategies to

propose an action (an egocentric direction) and then activates the gating network to find

the winning strategy. The action proposed by the winning strategy is then executed,

except if a higher than normal priority mechanism proposes an action (guiding/obstacle

avoidance). After an action is performed the reward is used by the gating network and

all strategies to update their learning parameters.

5.3. Reward

The reward node is a simple node processing information from the ceiling camera. When

the robot’s head passes through the zone defined as the goal, the reward is 1, else the

reward is 0. In all experiments the goal diameter was set to 20 cm (314 cm2, or 1/160th

of the environment).

This is a global reward signal, shared by all strategies and the gating network.

Strategies learn by updating their parameters using the global reward.

5.4. Experiments

All experiments consist of two phases. During the first phase the robot explores the

environment. In this phase we force the robot to visit a number of locations in the

environment so that enough information is available to construct place cells and a

topological map (but no diffusion values nor goal values). The gating network and

the navigation strategies are not active and there is no reward in the environment. This

phase can be common to multiple experiments. During the second phase, the robot is

put at a random location in the environment and the gating network and navigation

strategies are turned on. In this phase the strategies and the gating network use the

place cells and topological map to learn to navigate towards a goal.

A goal location is chosen and the robot learns to appropriately coordinate

navigation strategies to reach it. During an experiment, after each failed trial (i.e. the

robot does not find the goal after 5 meters of movement), the guiding procedure forces

the robot towards the goal to show the goal location and thus speed up learning, similar

to the procedure used by experimenters in rodent laboratory tasks. This is achieved by

using the ceiling camera that tracks the robot’s position and provides actions leading

towards the goal in a straight line. The robot learns the result of this movement as if

it had decided itself to perform it. Similarly, when the robot has received a reward (i.e.

succesful trial), the guiding procedure guides the robot away from the goal to a new
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starting location at least 0.5 m away from the goal, mimicking the beginning of a new

trial in rodent laboratory tasks.

All strategies and the gating network perceive the actions proposed by the guiding

mechanism (there is no difference between an ordinary action and a forced action), so

learning is performed in the usual way.

In the last experiments presented in this paper, once the robot has learned to reach

the goal directly from its different starting position, the goal location is changed and

the robot shall adapt its behavioral policy to this new condition. Finally, once the robot

has learned the new condition, the goal is moved back to its initial location in order to

test the ability of the robot to restore previously acquired behavioral policy.

6. Results

In this section we discuss the results we obtained on the Psikharpax platform. We

will empirically show that our model can easily learn to associate a state with the best

performing strategy in that state. The experiments were chosen to clearly show that the

system works correctly (i.e. many of the results are predictable), instead of reproducing

a complex protocol for which the evaluation of the quality of the model is inherently

much harder to evaluate.

However, the experiments with multiple parallel strategies are in no way simple or

unrealistic, given the limited and very noisy sensory input. Our results prove that with

some small modifications, the Q-learning mechanism for the gating network from [33]

works well on a real robot platform.

We first make a series of experiments to test the capacities of individual strategies

(first planning, then taxon) to learn the goal location and lead the robot towards it.

In these experiments, the studied strategy is combined with the exploration (random)

strategy in order to compare its performance with random movements of the robot, and

to test the ability of the gating network to learn to stop selecting the exploration strategy

when another strategy can lead the robot to the goal. In the next experiments, the taxon

and planning strategies work in parallel and the gating network successfully learns which

strategy is the most efficient in each subpart of the environment. In response to an

environmental change (i.e. change of the goal location), the gating network manages

to unlearn previous associations of strategies to subparts of the environment and to

learn new ones, but this process is very slow. In a last experiment, we add the context-

switching meta-controller to the system and show that it manages to adapt faster to

environmental changes and to restore previously learned associations when a previously

experienced context is again presented. Finally, we analyze in more details a set of

examples of cooperation between strategies produced by the system and allowing the

robot to execute successful trajectories towards the goal.
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6.1. Planning expert and exploration strategy

In this experiment, we connected two strategies to the gating network. The first one is

the planning expert as introduced in the previous chapter. The other one is the random

exploration strategy.

The goal of this experiment was to verify if the gating network could effectively

learn to suppress a suboptimal strategy (the exploration strategy). Because the goal

was relatively small and does not fall precisely on the center of activation of a place cell,

the planning expert was only capable of efficiently guiding the robot to a zone around

the goal. In other words, when the planning expert had reached a node in its map

with higher diffusion values than any of its neighbors (given that the goal values are

meaningful), the robot was not necessarily at a location where the reward is given, but

only in the neighborhood. As a consequence, the robot’s behavior remained random

near the goal location - produced by a combination of the exploration expert and the

planning expert which proposed random actions when it had attained the node in the

diffusion vector with the highest rate.
Fig. 10 shows the selection rate for the two experts as a function of the number of

steps taken for two experiments (different environments and goal locations).
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Figure 10. Selection rate of both strategies during learning. The dark line represents

the planning expert, the light line the exploration strategy. The horizontal axis

indicates the current step (time). The transient phase ends for both experiments

after about 300 to 400 actions.

After an initial transient phase during which most of the Q-values were still small

and meaningless, the system quickly converged to a regime in which the planning

strategy was selected almost all the time. During this transient phase both strategies

had similar performances because the diffusion values were not meaningful yet. We see

that this happened for both experiments, but with a different (random) initial transient

phase. However the experiment from Fig. 10(a) which was slightly shorter than Fig.

10(b) and not yet fully converged had a higher selection probability for the exploration

expert even after several hundred actions. After 300 to 400 actions (goal reached approx.
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5 times) the gating network started to move towards its steady state. The Q-values

would continue to increase but their relative values stayed stable.

To explain the observed difference in selection rates between experiments, we

analyzed the locations in which each expert is the preferred strategy. This is illustrated

by Fig. 11 and 12 where the size of the dots corresponds to the difference between the

Q-values of each strategy at the mean position of each place cell: |zexplrj − zplanningj |.
This corresponds to the selection probability in the gating network at each location.

Larger differences indicate that the weights have differentiated more. The color/shape

of each dot is determined by the strategy with the highest Q-values at that location

(the winning strategy when following an optimal policy).

The planning strategy normally only needed one visit to the goal in a new

environment to learn (i.e. to determine) good diffusion values. Fig. 11 shows the

evolution of the Q-values of the gating network for an experiment planning strategy vs.

exploration strategy. After 300 steps the global structure did not change significantly

anymore. Close to the goal, exploration was often the preferred strategy, due to the

coarseness of the planning strategy. Farther away, we see that the planning strategy

was gaining terrain, because there the planning strategy performed well. The relative

weights were still increasing (they diffused away from the goal due to the Q-learning

algorithm), indicating that learning had not yet fully converged. In particular, the

region at the lower left corner still needed to be visited more to learn the Q-values in

this region.

Note that in Fig. 11 there is a region around (1.5,0.8) where the exploration

strategy remained competitive with the planning strategy for a long time. This is again a

consequence of the topological map (shown in Fig. 8(d)). Such regions differred between

experiments (different maps) and often indicated regions in which the topological map

contained a detour. In such a case it could indeed be a good strategy to transiently

follow a random direction - as suggested by the exploration expert - to get onto another

path where the planning strategy would be used again.
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Figure 11. Evolution through time of the relative Q-values of the Planning expert

(dark squares) vs. random strategy (light-colored pentagons) corresponding to Fig.

10(a). The relative Q-values |zexplrj − zplanningj | are shown at the center of activation

of each place cell. The dot takes the shape (square/pentagon) of the strategy with

the highest Q-value (highest selection probability). The larger the dot, the more the

weights have differentiated and the more likely the strategy with the highest Q-value is

to be selected. The goal location is shown in blue. Competition between the strategies

is still going on after 768 steps, but the structure becomes apparent. Near the goal the

random exploration strategy often performs equally well as the topological map.

Fig. 12 shows the result of another experiment with the same system (i.e. planning

and exploration experts) but with different distal landmarks with less aliasing of the

place cells around the goal and after a longer time of experimentation. In this case,

the gating network had stabilized, and the robot preferred the topological map strategy

almost everywhere, except very close to the goal where the planning strategy was still

unprecise and the robot’s behavior was random. In the region near the goal the weights

of the gating network had differentiated less, indicating that the strategies are still

competitive in this region.
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Figure 12. Planning expert vs. random strategy corresponding to Fig. 10(b). Colors

as in Fig. 11. The planning expert is almost always preferred, except very near the

goal. Note the lower weight differences very near the goal.

6.2. Taxon expert and exploration

We now verify the taxon strategy by having it compete with the exploration expert.

The setup is the same as in the previous experiment. However because the taxon can

only sense the goal within a certain range, the outcome we expected is different.

Once the taxon expert has learned to move towards the stimulus, its performance

should be better than the exploration expert within a region around the goal. Farther

away from the goal, the taxon does not receive sensory input and becomes equivalent

to the exploration expert.

Fig. 13 shows the evolution of the relative Q-values through time. It is clear that

the taxon expert had significantly been reinforced around the goal and a large region

around it. However the taxon was still the dominant strategy relatively far away from

the goal, which is against our expectations. We expected to see a more or less circular

region around the goal in which the taxon was the dominant strategy, while the rest of

the environment would be randomly assigned to one of both strategies, resulting in very

small weights on the plot at these locations (we plot the weight difference). While we

indeed see this phenomenon at many locations (predominantly at the lower right side of

the environment), there are regions far away from the goal with non-negligible weights

for the taxon. This effect stems from the aliasing in the place cells. If some of the place

cells far away from the goal were activated even slightly when the robot was close to the

goal, then the optimal strategy around the goal (the taxon) was also slightly reinforced

at these aliased locations. This was only of importance when none of the strategies

performed well at the aliased locations farther from the goal, because otherwhise this

effect was dominated by reinforcements of these strategies. This indicates that the

gating network gave a slight advantage to strategies having good performance around

the goal when there was aliasing in the sensory input. One way to reduce this effect

would be to only update the Q-values of the most active place cell in the gating network.
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This would increase the learning time significantly and the system would not use the

similarity between nearby locations anymore.
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Figure 13. Taxon (dark circles) vs exploration expert (light pentagons). The goal

is on the left (large dark pentagon). The gating network learned to select the taxon

strategy near the goal, and preferred the random exploration strategy in some areas

far away from the goal.

Despite such limitation, the system appropriately learned to priviledge the taxon

expert near the goal and to select the exploration expert mostly in the right side of the

maze, far away from the goal. Fig. 14 shows the global selection rate of both strategies

as a function of the number of actions. Although small changes continued to occur - due

to the equal performance of both strategies farther away from the goal - the learning

had mostly converged.

Fig. 15 shows the learned output direction of the taxon ΦT for each input direction

(see Eq. 4). Here, we used a binary input vector rGPj to code the goal direction (the

center of the Gaussian). The figure shows that the taxon learned to orientate towards

the direction of the stimulus.

6.3. Planning expert and taxon (and exploration)

We then performed an experiment where we combined all experts and tested the ability

of the gating network to select the right strategy in the right location. Based on the

previous results, we expected the animat to learn to prefer the taxon strategy when

close to the goal, while using the planning expert farther away. The exploration strategy
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Figure 14. Selection rate of the taxon (dashed dark line) vs. exploration strategy

(light line) computed over the last 200 actions. The gating network clearly learned to

priviledge the taxon strategy.
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Figure 15. Output directions (weighted mean of angles) learned by the taxon in

response to the input angle between the robot’s head orientation and the goal. After

learning, the taxon approximated a diagonal line and thus learned to orientate towards

the direction of the stimulus.

should normally be used at the beginning of the experiments, and then progressively

excluded in most location, unless if there is doubt or when there is indeed an advantage

in following an arbitrary direction.

This experiment consisted of two parts. In the first part the goal location from

the previous experiment was left unchanged and the robot started its exploration

until converging to an appropriate coordination of strategies and adopting a satisfying

behavioral policy to reach the goal. In the second part of the experiment, the beginning

is similar to part 1, but the goal is moved to a new location at the opposite side of the

environment after some time. This was done to evaluate the time required by the gating

network to learn new associations of strategies with maze areas.

We performed two versions of this experiment. In the former we connected only

the taxon and the topological map strategy to the gating network. Furthermore

we pre-trained the taxon in a separate experiment (as in Section 6.2) to study the

complementarity of the two strategies once stabilized before testing the whole system.

In the latter we connected all three experts to the gating network. Each version used a

different topological map, place cells and goal locations.
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The experiments consisted of two phases. First we proceed as in the previous

experiments. In the second phase the goal location was moved to test the context

switching mechanism. We tested the second phase with and without the context

switching enabled to illustrate its benefits.

6.3.1. Part 1: fixed goal We first discuss the results for the first version of the

experiment: taxon and pre-trained taxon.

Fig. 17 shows the result of the experiment after 30 trials of learning - the robot

had reached the goal 30 times. The gating network had learned to choose the taxon

strategy around the goal, as indicated by large weight differences in this area. Farther

away from the goal, the weight differences were smaller and the planning strategy was

preferred most of the time.

Fig. 16 shows the selection rates of both strategies through time. We see that

on short term, the selection rates varied (depending on the robot’s trajectories) while

the global selection rate had converged. Convergence was fast because each strategy

performed well in a specific region and there was not much competition. Furthermore,

the transitional phase was short because the taxon had been pre-trained (the taxon

already had good performance around the goal.
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previous actions
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(b) Selection rate computed over the last

200 actions (moving average)

Figure 16. Evolution of the selection rate of both strategies (version 1) during learning

(as a function of the number of actions). The full line represents the planning expert,

the dashed line the (pre-trained) taxon strategy. The horizontal axis indicates the

current step (time). The gating network globally converged to a stable repartition of

selection of the two strategies, with the taxon being selected most often.

Fig. 18 illustrates the result of a session of the same experiment overlayed on an

image of the environment to show the physical location corresponding to the different

areas on Fig. 17.

For the second version of the experiment, we connected the taxon (this time not

pre-trained), the planning and the exploration strategies to the gating network. Fig.

19 shows the evolution of the relative Q-values through time and Fig. 20 contains the

selection rates for the different strategies. This gives (as in the previous experiments)
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Figure 17. Planning expert (squares) vs. pre-trained taxon (circles) (version 1). The

goal location is shown in as a dark pentagon on the left. The robot has learned to

prefer the taxon strategy over the planning expert when close to the goal.

Figure 18. Result of the first version of the experiment illustrated in Fig. 17, this

time overlayed on the environment.

an indication of how likely a strategy was to be selected at a certain location and of how

much the weights had differentiated. To show such differentiation between the three

competing strategies, we plotted |z1j − (z2j − z3j )12 |, where the indices {1, 2, 3} correspond

to the strategies ordered by Q-value for place cell j by descending order. In other words,
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we plotted the relative Q-value of the most likely strategy at each location compared to

the average of the other strategies.
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Figure 19. Evolution of the relative Q-values (see text) for the second version of the

experiment with taxon, topological map and exploration experts. The taxon strategy

is preferred around the goal, while the planning strategy has higher Q-values farther

from the goal (as in the simplified version). The exploration expert only wins in a small

area (see text for explanation). Taxon: dark circles, topological map: dark squares,

exploration: light pentagons and goal: dark pentagon on the right. Axes are in meters.
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Figure 20. Selection rates computed over the past 200 actions (moving average) for

all three experts. The taxon is shown as a dashed dark line, the topological map as

a dark full line and the exploration expert as a light line. After an initial learning

period, the taxon increases in importance (approx. 700 actions) and finally settles in

a similar regime as in Fig. 16(b). The exploration expert has a very low selection rate

as expected.
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The figure shows that between 700 and 900 actions, the taxon took over the region

around the goal, as expected. This was slightly longer than in the taxon-exploration

experiment because the taxon needed to learn to move towards the stimulus and the

gating network needed to learn the best out of three strategies. The topological map

seemed to have performed very well in this experiment as even in a small region around

the goal, this strategy was the winning strategy, although we expected the taxon strategy

to win here. This effect is shown in detail in Fig. 21 which shows the relative Q-values

at the end of the experiment for each expert separately (at the location where each

expert was the most reinforced one). Clearly, the same structure as in Fig. 17 is found

(without the exploration).

The exploration strategy’s selection rate droped to a significantly lower level than

the two other strategies. The taxon and topological map strategies’ rates approached

their final state after 1400 actions. They continued to oscillate (depending on the robot’s

trajectory), similar to Fig. 16(b), but remained globally stable.
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Figure 21. Left: exploration, center: topological map, right: taxon. Relative Q-

values for each expert at the end of the experiment at locations where each strategy

has the highest Q-value (highest selection probability). Axes are in meters.

Now we still have to explain why the taxon performed badly in this small region

mainly above the goal. Supposing that the gating network indeed worked correctly,

this could only be due to the fact that the taxon indeed performed worse than the two

competing strategies in this region. Now if we look at the learned directions of the taxon

(Fig. 22), we indeed find that the taxon had not correctly learned the directions when

the goal was located in the south (−π/2) of the robot.

Fig. 23 shows the visited locations of the robot. It is clear that the robot had

approached the goal (located at (2,0.9)) from the north very few times. Hence the

taxon did not have the possibility to learn to move towards the goal from above. The

gating network learned that it was better to follow a random strategy (exploration or

the planning when very near the goal) here, which was the best available choice.

Finally, there was a region around (0.5,0.5) where the topological map was not

the preferred strategy in all cases. Fig. 24 shows the topological map at the end of

the experiment (step 1683). At the right of this region there was a large gap in the

map (two disjoint trajectories). There were multiple nearby locations which pointed

towards almost opposite directions (because the map tried to find a path with the least

number of nodes). So if there was some aliasing in the place cells in this region, the
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Figure 22. Learned orientations of the taxon. Each time the goal was located at the

south of the robot (−π/2), the taxon did not learn to move towards the stimulus.
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Figure 23. Visited locations of the robot. The goal was located at (2.0,0.9). The

region right above the goal (the goal extends up to (2.0,1.0) had been visited much

less by the robot, which explains why the taxon had not learned the correct response

when the goal was situated at the south of the robot. Axes are in meters.

topological map could oscillate here and thus have low performance, as we explained

for the experiment with the topological map and exploration expert connected to the

gating network. Fig. 21 shows that the gating network learned to also select the two

other strategies in this region to compensate the limitations of the planning strategy in

this zone.

Globally, we got very similar results for both versions of the experiments. Once

the robot had experienced the goal, the exploration expert’s selection rate progressively

decreased to a very low level. The main conclusion is that the gating network indeed

worked as proposed and could easily learn to use the topological map when farther away

from the goal and the taxon when closer. Interestingly, the system also solved the more

complex situations in which aliasing of the map caused locally bad performance.
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Figure 24. Topological map after 1683 steps. The goal is shown as a circle on the

right.

6.3.2. Part 2: changing goal location In the second part of the experiment, after 1000

steps the goal was moved to the opposite side of the environment to test the ability of

the system to adapt to a new situation. The context switching mechanism was disabled.

The experiment was relatively hard as the only visible change to the gating network

is the reward. The result from a session (first version) is shown in Fig. 25. The gating

network appropriately learned to stop selecting the taxon expert on the left side of the

maze and to rather select it on the right side of the maze (near the new goal location).

Thus the robot adapted to the new situation. However, this process was very slow and

took approximately 8000 steps (approx. 180 trials). Even then the taxon remained the

preferred strategy in the area around the old goal. This is because the robot needed to

unlearn the previous associations between strategies and maze areas before learning the

new ones.

Rats typically notice drastic changes in the environment and can adapt their

behavior fast when they are not overtrained - in which case they build unflexible habits

[17]. In our own previous strategy shifting experiments with real rats, in response to task

changes, animals abandoned the previously performed strategy after an average of 10

error trials and learned to select the new appropriate strategy in about 100 trials [8, 66].

Thus the gating network alone is not sufficient to produce behavioral performance and

adaptatibility comparable to real rats.

6.4. Context switching

To overcome this limitation (inherent to the Q-learning algorithm), we implemented

a simple context switching mechanism which associates to each different goal location

a different context and thus a different instance of the gating network (see Section

4.3). The idea was to anchor the detection of new contexts in response to a change

in goal location on the diffusion values in the topological map of the planning expert.

While the place cells activation (i.e. the input of the gating network) does not change
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Figure 25. Planning expert (squares) vs. taxon (circles) (first version of the

experiment). The goal location is shown in blue. The location of the goal is changed

after 1000 steps. The gating network appropriately learned to stop selecting the taxon

expert on the left side of the maze and to rather select it on the right side of the

maze (near the new goal location). However, this process was very slow and took

approximately 8000 steps, corresponding to around 180 trials. Axes in meters.

when the goal is moved, the goal values gj in the topological map do. However the

goal values can fluctuate heavily and it is better to use the diffusion values dj. The

topological structure was thus used to compute the diffusion values, which gave them a

much smoother activation.

As in the Part 1 of the experiment, we first discuss the result of the first version

(no exploration expert).

The previous experiment was repeated with this mechanism (Fig. 26). In total 4

contexts were recruited (two transitional). The goal was moved twice, to verify that the

robot had stored the initial context and that it could appropriately restore it. After 900

steps, the goal was moved from the initial location on the left to the new location on the

right. Once the robot found the new goal location, the topological map automatically

produced different diffusion values and the system could create a new context (illustrated

by the abrupt vanishing of most circles and squares at step #1100 on Fig. 26). After

200 more steps, the gating network had learned to select the taxon expert near the

new goal location and the planning expert in most of the rest of the maze. At step

#1450 the goal was moved back to the initial location. Because the contexts had been
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stored, the robot recalled the previously learned weights when the goal moved back to

its initial location. This resulted in instantaneously restoring previously learned weights

of associations of the gating network (illustrated at step #1770 on Fig. 26).

In total the robot had constructed four contexts. The first one corresponded to the

initial phase in which the robot had yet to find the goal for the first time. The second

one was the context used to learn when the goal was on the left and when the goal was

moved back to the left (at the end of the experiment). The third one was a transitional

context used when the goal had only recently changed sides. This is probably due to

the change in diffusion values of the topological map once the robot did not get reward

anymore at the initial goal location, although the robot had not experienced the new

goal location yet. The last one was used when the goal was found on the right side of

the maze.

With this simple extension, learning was much faster and the robot could recall

previous contexts which made the navigation system much more useful in practice.

Another small but useful extension would be to associate a ζ i with each context. This

way the robot could approach the winner-take-all strategy for contexts that had been

learned for a longer period.
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Figure 26. Planning expert (squares) vs. taxon (circles) with the context switching

mechanism. The goal location is shown in blue. Learning is now faster as the robot

recalls previously learned contexts and new ones. The number of steps is shown at

the top. With the context switching meta-controller, the robot could quickly adapt its

behavioral policy to a change in goal location, and could fastly restore its initial policy

when the goal was moved back to its first location. Axes in meters.
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We repeated this experiment (moving goal with context switching) with the second

version (all three experts). As the gating network learns more slowly when three

strategies are present, we moved the goal after 1683 steps (we continued the experiment

from Part 1).
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Figure 27. Selection rates computed over the past 200 actions for all three experts.

The taxon is shown as a dashed dark line, the topological map as a dark full line and

the exploration expert as a light line. The goal was moved after 1683 steps and shortly

afterwards we see a new transient phase in the selection rates because a new context

was created.

Fig. 27 shows the selection rate of the three strategies. Because the context

switching mechanism recrutes a new set of Q-values when the change is detected,

learning in the gating network can restart from scratch, which is faster than when

the same context is used.
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Figure 28. Average Q-values (over all locations) of the current context for each of

the strategies as a function of the number of actions. Shortly after the goal is moved,

the weights become zero, because a new context is activated. Learning restarts in this

new context. Colors as in Fig. 27.

In Fig. 28 the average Q-values for each expert are shown (averaged over all
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locations). When the context switch occurs, the weights become zero (new context).

Finally, Fig. 29 shows the selected context at each step. In total four contexts were

created, of which two transitional. The context selection mechanism is stable (this

depends on the threshold).
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Figure 29. Active context through time. When the goal changes location (indicated

by the arrow) a transitional period starts and until the diffusion values have adapted

to the new goal location (context 3).

6.5. Cooperation: typical trajectories

To prove that the robot could learn to make strategies cooperate, we compared a number

of trajectories of the robot equipped with only the planning strategy or with both

the planning strategy and the taxon strategy. The goal was not moved during the

experiment.

To illustrate abrupt switching between strategies when both strategies were used,

the gating network was used with ζ initially set to 1 and to∞ after learning (the optimal

strategy always wins).

Fig. 30(a) and 30(b) show two typical paths taken by the robot to reach the goal.

Fig. 30(a) is a trajectory obtained when only the planning strategy was used. Due to

the limited precision of the topological map (place cells), the robot took pseudorandom

actions near the goal. It could not plan a path leading closer to the goal. Fig. 30(b)

shows the cooperation between the taxon and the planning strategy. The robot had

learned that when it was near the goal, it should rely upon the taxon strategy as it

could guide the robot when the goal was close enough‖. When only the taxon strategy

was used (not shown) and the robot was placed far away from the goal, the robot did

not approach the goal and instead moved randomly.

‖ A video illustrating such coordination of navigation strategies in the robot in a simple example is

shown here: http://elis.ugent.be/˜kcaluwae/VideoCaluwaerts2010.mov
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(a) Planning strategy only. The robot

approaches the goal fast, but cannot reach it

efficiently due to the limited precision of its

topological map.

(b) Planning and taxon strategies. The robot

approaches the goal with the planning strategy

as before and switches to the taxon strategy at

the end.

Figure 30. Sample trajectories of the robot: (a) only planning strategy enabled, (b)

planning and taxon strategies enabled

7. Discussion

We presented the implementation of a novel strategy selection meta-controller allowing

an autonomous robot to navigate an initially unknown environment. The model

selected among two parallelly learned navigation strategies: a response strategy learning

directions of movements in response to perceived cues; a place strategy building a map of

place cells and planning trajectories between different maze areas. The strategy selection

meta-controller was added to a previously published model of multiple navigation

strategies [33] which was tested in simulation to replicate a series of rat behavioral

experimental results [34, 18].

It was shown that the animat can learn to ignore useless strategies very fast (e.g.

an exploration expert after the goal was found). Furthermore, the robot learned to

associate states with optimal strategies even in more complex cases, when for example

a local taxon strategy was combined with a global but coarse path planning strategy.

By introducing a simple context switching mechanism, the robot could adapt quickly

to changes in the environment.

The results are encouraging in two ways. First, the simulation model was adapted

and validated on a real robotic platform, which was the main goal of this work. For the

model to work on a robotic platform, the sensor input and model parameters had to be

adapted. Because of these differences, the results presented here cannot be compared

directly with the simulation model in the quantitative sense. However the general

principle of common currency was shown to be flexible and allows us to investigate

the behavior of our robotic rat with different combinations of strategies in a realistic

setting.

Secondly, the robotic experiments revealed that a simple context switching
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mechanism can drastically increase the performance. Such a mechanism was absent

from the simulation model as the robot could learn different situations with a single

gating network because more sensory inputs about perfectly distinguishable landmark

cues were avalaible. Hence our context switching shows that good performance can be

obtained with less sensory input (only place cells feed into the gating network) and it

has the added benefit of long-term storage of situations.

In terms of neural substrates, such meta-controller may constitute a model of rat

prefrontal functions during strategy-shifting. Indeed, although less differentiated than

primates’ prefrontal cortex (PFC), the rat PFC is known to have strong functional

homologies with the lateral PFC in primates [67]. It is important to achieve high-

level cognitive processes, usually referred to as executive functions, that is ”complex

cognitive processes required to perform flexible and voluntary goal-directed behaviors

based on stored information in accordance with the context” [68]. Responses of rat

PFC neurons to working-memory components [69], spatial goals [70] and action-outcome

contingencies [71, 72] initially suggested to several authors that the rat PFC could be

the neural substrate for a particular behavioral strategy, the planning system, or more

generally for model-based learning processes - that is decision-making based on the

learning of transitions within the environment by means of action-outcome contingencies

[50, 48, 49], see [8] for a review. However, lesions of the rat PFC only impair the

acquisition of goal-directed behaviors - that is, model-based strategies such as planning

[73] -, but not their expression [74]. Besides, lesions of the rat PFC impair working-

memory processes only when combined with other factors such as the difficulty of the

task, attentional mechanisms or the requirement for flexible behaviors [68]. This suggests

that the neural substrate for the planning navigation strategy is located elsewhere in the

brain, and that the rat PFC might be involved in a higher-level of decision-making and

adaptation [8]. Consistent with our interpretation, on the one hand, neural correlates of

forward planning have been found in the hippocampal system [75] and projections from

the hippocampal system to the ventral and dorsomedial striatum appear important

for model-based learning such as the quick adaptation to changes in the association

between places and rewards [23, 76, 8, 77, 78]. On the other hand, PFC was found to

be crucial for switching between behavioral strategies in response to task-rule changes

[35, 36, 37, 79, 80]. Neural responses of the rat PFC show abrupt changes when the

animal switches its navigation strategy [81, 82, 66], and only neurons responding for the

correct strategy - i.e. the rewarded one - are reactivated during sleep in interaction with

the hippocampus, therefore contributing to the consolidation of the association of the

right strategy with the right context [66]. Our present meta-controller - combination of a

gating network that learns to associate strategies to subparts of the task and a context-

switching detector - constitutes a proposition of how such strategy shifting functions

may be modelled. We found that, during robotics tests in the real world as opposed

to previous simulations of the model, such system was required on top of the planning

and taxon strategies to produce fast adaptation to task changes. Such meta-controller

may correspond to a minimal form of cognitive control models, which are used to model
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primates PFC’s role in memorizing which tasksets are relevant in which contexts [65].

In future work, we plan to test the robot for artificial lesions of this meta-controller, as

compared to lesions of the planning system only, to compare with rodents behavioral

data previously obtained during various maze tasks commonly used in the neuroscience

community.

Finally, this work has also the potential of contributing to mobile robotics. Indeed,

the bio-inspired ability to rapidly switch between several behavioral strategies, and

to memorize which strategy is the most efficient and appropriate in each subzone of

the environment could help improve current control architectures for robots. Multi-

layered control architectures with different levels of decisions have become more and

more popular in robotics and are now widely used [83, 84, 85]. Such architectures open

issues such as managing the interactions between submodules, coordinating multiple

competing learning processes and providing alternative solutions to motion planning

in situations where such strategy is limited [86, 87]. Indeed the planning strategy

can be approximative when coping with uncertainties, e.g. when there is perceptual

aliasing as we have seen here, and can also require high computational costs and

long time to propagate possible trajectories through mental maps [84]. In contrast,

in situations where animals have developed habits under the form of cue-guided taxon

or response strategies to solve a particular task, they can perform quick and accurate

decision-making. Moreover, in the case of a sudden change in the environment, they

can adaptively abandon habits in favor of planning new routes towards their current

goal [88]. Taking inspiration from computational models of how the mammalian brain

learns to select appropriate strategies and to switch between strategies as a function of

a speed-accuracy trade-off may constitute the basis of great future advances in robotics

[73, 89].
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Appendix A. Visual processing and place cells

Appendix A.1. Visual system

An overview of the complete visual system is given in Fig. A1. At the top, the BIPS

hardware - Bio-Inspired Perception System hardware processors [4] - tracks objects

within the field of view of both cameras. Fig. A2 gives an overview of the BIPS

hardware. Visual input (15 fps) is passed through a set of elementary filters, similar to

those in the primary visual cortex and prestriate cortex. Next the so-called tracking units

compete through inhibitory connections to track objects based on feature coherency,

similar to the extrastriate cortex. A simple matching procedure is used for stereoscopic

vision. Objects tracked by the dominant eye (camera) are matched with objects seen

by the other camera based on their location.

The elementary features such as shape, orientation and size are coded using neurons

with Gaussian activation functions for each direction within the field of view in L2

of A1. As explained in Section 2.2, the combination of this information with the

odometric system results in panoramic information of visual cues around the robot.

It is important to note that the robot does not identify landmarks in this system, it

only uses a constellation of detected objects.

Appendix A.2. Visual data clustering for place cells building

Different techniques with biologically inspired equivalents are available: Hebbian-like

learning rules, Principal Component Analysis [42], Independent Component Analysis

[90], Self-Organizing Maps [43] etc.

We initially tried linear approaches such as Principal Component Analysis [42] to

check if the inputs were linearly separable, but the number of regions (place fields) that

could be recognized was too low (the precision of the place cells would be too low to be

usable).

A popular non-linear alternative for clustering are Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)[43].

In a SOM, a fixed number of neurons is used with a predefined topology. Normally a

two-dimensional topology is used, so the SOM performs an N-to-2 dimensional mapping.

The goal of the SOM is to move the neurons in the high-dimensional input space

to approach the topology of the input. For each input the Euclidean distance between

the input and each neuron of the SOM is computed. The closest neuron is called the

best-matching unit (BMU). The SOM is now updated by moving the BMU closer to

the input (weighted sum) as well as its neighbors. One can use a fixed neighborhood or

a decay factor for this.

SOMs are conceptually simple and they are a very powerful tool to discover clusters
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Figure A1. Overview of the visual system. L1: First layer of the visual system,

consisting of the Bio-Inspired Perception System hardware to detect and track objects.

L2: In this layer the features of the objects from L1 are coded on a set of neurons.

It only contains information on the objects within the field of view. L3: This layer

contains a memory of all features around the robot (360 degrees). The L2 layer projects

onto this layer to update the part of the memory currently within the field of view.

The odometric system is used to modulate the projections from L2 to L3 to prevent

updating L3 when L2 is expected to be unreliable. L3 is egocentric and hence there

are lateral connections between neurons of different directions which are modulated

by the odometric system (rotation of the head). PC: Finally, the features from L3 are

averaged (weighted) over all directions and project onto the place cells.

in a dataset. A first disadvantage of SOMs is that the number of neurons is fixed. This

problem can be overcome by trying out different sizes and visualizing the result. A

more important problem is that the topology is fixed, i.e. the neighbors of a neuron

stay the same. This problem is hard to overcome when the topology of the input is

highly irregular.
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Figure A2. Details of the BIPS system. First elementary features are extracted and

then objects are tracked by the tracking units.

A last problem is that one typically chooses a large number of neurons to create

clearly distinct zones in the output. While this is not a disadvantage for visualization,

one would prefer a small number of output neurons (i.e. place cells) in which each

neuron codes for a distinct zone in the input space.

To overcome these problems we moved to a different and closely related type of

artificial neural network, the so-called Growing Neural Gas (GNG) [44]. GNGs are

created incrementally by inserting a new neuron after a number of input samples by

splitting the neuron with the largest accumulated error (sum of distances) into two new

neurons.

The topology itself is also learned by keeping the neighborhood of the neurons up

to date. GNGs are generally better at approximating input topologies with high-error

zones than SOMs, because the topology is not kept fixed and neurons are placed where

they are most useful. A SOM can be seen as a predefined graph of which only the value

of each node is updated (their position). A GNG also learns the graph by inserting

nodes and edges. Both SOMs and GNGs are vaguely similar to the classical k-means

algorithm [91], but the update rules are local.

We used the Modular toolkit for Data Processing implementation [92] of the GNG

algorithm with the default parameters. The distance measure used was the Euclidean

distance, as decorrelating the input variables with the Mahalanobis distance [93] did

not improve the quality of the results.

We now compute the input to the GNG layer as follows, where d again refers to

the orientation of the neuron, j to a feature and j = Nfeat to a trust neuron:

uPCj (t) =

∑
d n

L3
d,Nfeat

(t)nL3d,j(t)∑
dnL3d,Nfeat

(t)nL3d,0(t) . . .
∑

d n
L3
d,Nfeat

(t)nL3d,Nfeat−1(t)
(A.1)

This equation is valid for all features except for the confidence neurons, which do

not project onto the GNG layer (they only modulate the other inputs).

Because the GNG algorithm inserts a new neuron after a fixed number of samples,

the number neurons would grow out of bounds after a while. To solve this problem,
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we fix the maximum number of neurons. This way, the animat creates new neurons at

the beginning of the exploration and is forced to reuse the existing neurons when the

maximum number of neurons is reached.

For a sample to be considered by the GNG-layer for learning, the mean trust level

(
∑

j n
j
conf (t)/NSC) must be greater than 0.75. This limit was found empirically as the

quality of the place cells stopped improving above this value. A limit of 0.75 means

that the robot needs to be able to see about 270 degrees of its environment from time

to time. This is mostly due to the fact that we are using an open environment with

resembling cues and a very noisy and unstable input. In a labyrinth with distinct cues

in the corridors, we estimate that the robot can navigate with much less information.

Another solution to enable navigation with a lower mean trust level is to use a

GNG-layer with much more neurons and to perform a longer exploration. This way the

robot will learn orientation-dependent place cells. The problem is that the planning

strategy needs to learn much more connections, because multiple representations will

exist for the same place.

Appendix A.3. Place cells activation

The activation of the place cells is computed as follows:

uPCk =

∑O
o=1 n

L3
conf,on

L3
feat,o,k

||nL3conf
T
nL3feat||

(A.2)

∆j = ||vj − uPC || (A.3)

rPCj =
∆ν
j

maxi∆ν
i ||∆||

(A.4)

Here vj are the weights of the j-th node in the GNG (the j-th place cell). The

index o stands for orientation (each orientation has a set of feature neurons and a trust

neuron). nL3conf,o is the o-th element of the vector (1 element per direction) of the vector

of trust neurons nL3conf . Similarly, nL3feat,o,k is the neuron of the k-th feature for direction

o. Hence, nL3feat is an O by F matrix with O the number of orientations and F the

number of features. We used O = 960 to prevent aliasing in L3 when the robot turns

its head. As we sum over all orientations, the overhead of a large O only influences L3.

ν defines the smoothness of the place cell activation and is a tuning parameter.

Throughout the main text, we use ¯nL3conf to refer to the mean trust. This is defined

naively as:

¯nL3conf =

∑O
o=1 n

L3
conf,o

O
(A.5)
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Appendix B. List of parameters

Name Value Explanation Remarks

NPC 100 No. of place cells Arbitrary, but limits the pre-

cision of the gating net-

work/topological map.

NPFC 98 No. of nodes in topological map Arbitrary, but here fixed to

NPC , minus the place cells

that are never the BMU.

NANG 36 No. of direction neurons Per connection in the topo-

logical map.

NDIST 35 No. of distance neurons Per connection in the topo-

logical map.

β 0.75 Min. trust for map/path update

ι 0.7 Goal diffusion factor

ζ 1 or ∞ Selection probability exponent Lower values speed up learn-

ing, higher values make the

robot follow an optimal pol-

icy.

λ 0.76 GN eligibility traces decay factor

ξ 0.05 GN learning rate

γ 0.8 Future reward decay factor

τforget 0.02 Reward location decay rate

τlearn 0.2 Reward location learn rate

ν 2 Place cells smoothness

NGP 36 No. of taxon input directions Arbitrary, the precision can

be higher than 2π/NGP de-

grees because it’s a popula-

tion code.

Ndir 36 No. of taxon output directions See NGP

η 0.1 Taxon learning rate

α 0.8 Taxon future reward discount rate

κ 0.5 Taxon eligibility traces decay factor

ω π/8 Taxon action generalization


